
λf is the total frontal area of the turbines divided by the averaging volume, λ is the array

density, Cb is bed drag coefficient and H is depth. The depth averaged flow speed

within the array remains approximately constant assuming free surface slope is not

significant. However, for arrays where turbines are in the wake of upstream turbines,

equations 1,2 and 3 no longer hold because the force on downstream turbines reduces

due to reduced flow inside the array at hub height. This is shown in figure 5a, where the

effective array drag is overestimated at high array density in comparison with

experimental results.

Given that in reality array density will not exceed 0.037 (corresponding to 1 diameter

lateral spacing and 7 diameter longitudinal spacing between devices and excluding

support structures), equations 1,2 and 3 give an acceptable approximation for the array

drag (within 10%). The head drop across each array was modelled in Telemac 2D

(figure 5b). It was found that using the incorrect effective array drag based on Ct = 1.54

at high density overestimated the free surface elevation drop across the array by over

20%.
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1. Introduction
The aim of this work was to quantify experimentally the hydrodynamic

characteristics (array drag, free surface elevation drop, velocity distribution) of

flow through regular multi-row arrays of porous fences. Porous fences were used

to simulate the wake effects downstream of multiple rows of densely packed

marine current turbines at laboratory scale. Results from these experiments were

used to quantify the accuracy of the distributed drag approach used to model

large arrays in coastal scale models for resource assessment purposes, where a

uniform drag is applied over the whole array plot area. This is the first time

experimental data has been used to validate the distributed drag approach to

simulating large arrays.

UKCMER

3. Results
3.1 Experimental

For a single fence without roughness on the bed, Ct remains approximately constant

with upstream hub height flow speed, Uhh (figure 4a).

2. Experimental setup
2.1 Domain

A recirculating flume with 17 m working section, width, w =1.37 m and depth,

h=0.3 m was used, with porous fences positioned normal to the flow, starting at

x=6 m. The fences had height, lz=0.1 m, width, wy=1.34 m, porosity of 0.39 and

were placed at centroid height, zH=0.15 m. Five spacings between fences were

used as outlined in Table I.

Fig 3. a) Downward looking ADV positioned upstream of porous fences with bed roughness secured 

to flume bed. b) Load cells positioned on both supporting arms of a porous fence. c) Sonteq IQ 

positioned at the outlet to measure flume discharge. 

Fig 1. Plan view of experimental setup (not to scale)

Case Array 

density, λ

No. 

fences

Row spacing, 

xf (lz)

Array length, la
(lz)

1 0.0702 4 19 57

2 0.0781 5 16 64

3 0.0923 6 13 65

4 0.117 7 10 60

5 0.159 10 7 63

2.2 Measurements

A downward looking Acoustic Doppler Velocimeter (ADV) with 150 mm3 sampling

volume was used to measure the upstream velocity (figure 3a) to ensure an

upstream Froude number at mid-depth of Fr= 0.13, corresponding to a mid-depth

flow speed of 0.23 m/s, Flow velocity profiles and turbulence intensity profiles

between fences were obtained using a sideways looking ADV along the centerline

of the flume. Two load cells positioned 0.355 m either side of the centerline of each

fence were used (figure 3b) to measure the reaction on the supporting structure of

each fence, and hence calculate the thrust coefficient of each fence. The elevation

drop across the arrays was measured using an ultrasonic sensor. Flume discharge

was measured using a Sonteq IQ device (figure 3c).

Flow straighteners

were positioned at

the inlet of the flume

to help reduce the

length taken to

achieve fully

developed flow,

hence increasing the

working section. Bed

roughness was

attached to the bed

to enhance ambient

turbulence intensity.

Case 1-5 outlined in

Table 1 was run with

and without the bed

roughness. Case 1-5

outlined in Table 1

was run with and

without the bed

roughness.

Fig 2. Elevation view of experimental setup (not to scale)
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As flow develops through the arrays, it reaches an equilibrium magnitude through

each fence (figure 4b). This occurred after three fences for all array densities and is

due to a balance between the longitudinal pressure force driving flow through the

array and the opposing fence and flume bed drag force.

4. Conclusions
Experimental flow data through arrays of porous fences has been used to validate a

method for estimating the effective array drag over realistic array densities. Further

work is ongoing to quantify change in bed drag due to the presence of large arrays,

and to quantify the accuracy of power estimates using this approach.
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(a)                                                                               (b)

Fig 4. a) Thrust coefficient for a single fence, Ct b) Flow speed through each fence for case  5 

(λ=0.159) calculated using  equation 1 with experimental measurements of fence force, F and 

upstream mid depth (hub height) flow speed, Uhh

(1) (2) (3)

Fig 5. a) Comparison between Cfdusing equation 1 with Ct=1.54  and experimental data. b) Free 

surface elevation drop across an array (Case 5: λ=0.159) simulated in Telemac 2d, showing the outline 

of the flume and position of the array below, with a head drop across the array of 12mm.

Table 1. Characteristics of 5 different arrays used in the experiment 

(a) (b) (c) 

3.2 Coastal scale depth averaged modelling applications

The behaviour shown in figure 4b supports the distributed drag approach for simulating

large arrays in depth averaged computational models, where the effective array drag is

applied uniformly over the array plot area. Typically the effective array drag, Cfd is

parameterised simply by assuming a constant drag coefficient for each turbine within an

array, Ct, based on the performance of a single turbine with no interference from the

wakes of upstream turbines. The depth averaged array force is then given by eq. 1. The

effective array drag is given by eq. 2, which is applied to a 2D formulation using eq. 3.
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